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The Lyn Tyrosine Kinase Negatively Regulates Neutrophil Integrin Signaling

Shalini Pereira and Clifford Lowell

The Src family kinase Lyn has been shown to play both stimulatory and inhibitory roles within several hemopoietic cell types. In this study, we investigated the role played by Lyn in neutrophil integrin signaling. Loss of Lyn resulted in a hyperresponsive phenotype on engagement of surface integrins at low valency. Lyn−/− neutrophils displayed enhanced respiratory burst, secondary granule release, and a hyperadhesive phenotype when adherent to surfaces coated with either cellular counterreceptors or extracellular matrix proteins. In contrast, Lyn-deficient and wild-type cells expressed similar levels of surface integrins and responded equivalently to activating agents in suspension, indicating that the enhanced responses of lyn−/− cells was specific to the integrin signaling pathways. Lyn-deficient macrophages also displayed a hyperadhesive phenotype. Biochemical analysis of macrophages from lyn−/− mice revealed that Lyn plays an essential role in the adhesion-dependent phosphorylation of the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif of the inhibitory receptors SIRPα and PIR-B, which in turn recruit the phosphatase SHP-1. These observations suggest that reduced mobilization of SHP-1 to the membrane in lyn−/− neutrophils results in a hyperadhesive and hyperactive phenotype. This hypothesis is further supported by the fact that neutrophils from me/m mice, which have significantly reduced SHP-1 activity, are also hyperresponsive following integrin engagement. This is the first direct evidence using primary leukocytes from lyn−/− mice that this kinase functions as a negative regulator in integrin signaling.

implicated as a negative regulator of cytokine signaling based on the observation that Lyn-deficient macrophages are hyperresponsive to CSF-1 and GM-CSF stimulation (21).

Studies with integrin-mediated adhesion to date have not extensively explored the specific role played by Lyn. A positive role for Lyn in integrin signaling was postulated based on studies in which Lyn was found associated with a Triton X-100 insoluble fraction along with α-actinin and other effector proteins when surface integrins were cross-linked with specific Abs on human neutrophils (7) and on observing an association of Lyn with β3 integrins following adhesion of promonocytic cells to fibronectin or a β3-specific Ab (22). In this work, we directly tested the function of Lyn in integrin signaling in primary neutrophils using lyn-/- mice. We demonstrate that lyn-/- PMNs are hyperadhesive to surfaces coated with integrin ligands and manifest increased integrin-dependent functional responses. In contrast, adhesion-independent responses remain normal in Lyn-deficient PMNs. The mechanism of this hyperresponsiveness is most likely mediated through adhesion-induced phosphorylation of the inhibitory receptors SIRP1α and PIR-B, which is impaired in lyn-/- PMNs, resulting in reduced recruitment of the phosphatase SHP-1. These results provide the first direct evidence that Lyn plays a negative role in regulation of integrin-mediated signaling in primary myeloid cells.

Materials and Methods

Reagents

The following Abs were used in these experiments: biotinylated Abs against α4 integrin (PS2), αα integrin (SH10-27), α6 integrin (M1714), β5 integrin (Ha25), β6 integrin (CT7/16), β1 integrin (2C9/G2), rat IgG2a (A95-1), and rat IgG2b (RS5-95) (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). The L-selectin-specific Ab (MEL-14) was conjugated to PE, and the anti-Gr1Ab (11-26c.2a) was conjugated to FITC (BD Pharmingen). Immunoprecipitation and Western blotting experiments used the anti-phosphotyrosine Ab 4G10 (Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY), anti-PIR-B, and anti-SHP-1 Ab (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), and the anti-SIRP1α Ab, gifted by B. Noel (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA). Marine ICAM-1 (mICAM-1) was a kind gift from C. Vines (University of New Mexico School of Medicine, Albuquerque, NM). The extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins used were rat collagen type I, vitronectin from human plasma, fibrinogen from mouse plasma factor I, and fibronectin from human and bovine plasma (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Stimulators used were murine TNF-α (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ), PMA, and fMLP (Sigma-Aldrich). Cytochalasin B (CB) was used in degranulation studies conducted in suspension (Sigma-Aldrich).

Isolation of bone marrow neutrophils and culture of bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDM)

Bone marrow neutrophils were isolated from C57B6 mice (Charles River, Wilmington, MA), lyn-/-, or mcm6/6 mice backcrossed to C57B6 for 15 generations to ensure congenicity. The isolation procedure was essentially as described previously (8). Neutrophils used in the assays with ECM proteins as integrin ligands were preincubated in HBSS containing 10 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM CaCl2, and 1 mM MgCl2 before use in adhesion-mediated assays. When assaying PMNs in suspension, the cells were maintained and used in Mg2+-free medium. BMDM were obtained by culturing bone marrow (BMM) precursors isolated from the same animals in DME H-16, 1 g/L glucose medium (University of California Cell Culture Facility, San Francisco, CA), supplemented with 10% FCS (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY), 20 mM HEPES, and 10% M-CSF1-conditioned medium. Adherent primary macrophages were used between days 6 and 9 of culture.

Superoxide release assays

Purified bone marrow neutrophils (2–4 × 106 cells/well) were added to wells coated with varying concentrations of ECM proteins or mICAM-1 (8) of a 96-well Immunol-4 plate (Dynex Technologies, Chantilly, VA) to measure adhesion-dependent superoxide release. Where appropriate, 20 ng/ml TNF-α (Peprotech) or 100 nM PMA (Sigma-Aldrich) was added. Superoxide production under nonadherent conditions was estimated by adding cells to uncoated, 20% FCS-blocked 96-well tissue culture plates. The total of 3 mM fMLP (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 nM PMA (Sigma-Aldrich), and 10 μM CB (Sigma-Aldrich) was added, as indicated. Respiratory burst was measured using the cytochrome c reduction test, as described (8, 9). The data are presented as a cumulative assay, and all time points were performed in triplicate and the results were averaged.

Secondary granule release assays

Lactoferrin was used as a marker for secondary granule release, and the assays were performed essentially as described (8). A total of 100 μl of cells (2 × 106/ml) was incubated in either ECM- or mICAM-1-coated (integrin-mediated reactions) or 20% FCS-blocked (integrin-independent measurements) wells of a microtiter plate at 37°C for 60 min (adhesion-mediated granule release) or for 10 min (integrin-independent reactions). A total of 3 mM PMLP or 100 nM PMA was added, as indicated. CB (10 μM) was added where appropriate to cells that were assayed in suspension. After addition of the samples, they were transferred to a Costar V-bottom plate and centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min. A total of 25 μl supernatant/sample was diluted 4-fold in carbonate buffer (pH 9.6) and incubated overnight at 4°C in an Immulon-4 microtiter plate. All subsequent steps were as described (23). Assays were performed in triplicate and the results were averaged.

Cell adhesion assays

A total of 100 μl of purified neutrophils at 4 × 106/ml was incubated with the indicated stimulants in ECM protein (blocked with 20% FCS) or mICAM-1-coated wells (not blocked with FCS) of a 96-well microtiter plate at 37°C for 60 min. The percentage of cells that had adhered was estimated by measuring the membrane acid phosphatase activity of cells that remained adherent to the coated surfaces following four washes with warm (37°C) PBS and two applications of a 0.1% of 0.6. All wells were done in triplicate and results were averaged.

Adhesive responses of BMDMs were assayed as follows. Day 5–6 adherent culture BMDM were removed from culture dishes and suspended in IMDM medium (University of California Cell Culture facility) supplemented with 5% FCS, 20 mM HEPES at 4–5 × 106 cells/ml. The cells were rested in suspension at 37°C for 2–3 h before transfer to 60 × 15-mm bacterial plates (KORD/VALMARK; Midwest Scientific, St. Louis, MO) and incubated at 37°C for a further 30–120 min. Adherent cells were visualized on a Nikon microscope under phase contrast at ×10 magnification, and digital images of at least 10 random fields were captured using the IPLab Spectrum P program. The average cell area occupied by adherent macrophages was quantified using NIH image software (v1.63). A minimum of 100–150 adherent cells was analyzed and the results were averaged. Data were plotted as a function of average cell area in square pixels per cell for each genotype.

FACS analysis of neutrophils

Bone marrow and peripheral leukocytes were incubated with the indicated biotinylated or directly conjugated Abs, followed by incubation with streptavidin conjugated to PE (BD Pharmingen). The labeled cells were analyzed by flow cytometry, with gating on the basis of forward and side scatter and Gr-1 staining being used to define the murine PMN population. Stimulation-dependent changes in expression levels of CD11b and L-selectin were assessed by incubating the cells with 20 ng/ml TNF-α for 15 min at 4°C before incubation with Ab.

Immunoprecipitation and Western blotting

Purified PMNs (1 × 107) were added to 60 × 15-mm tissue culture plates that were coated with 0.5 μg/ml mICAM-1 and subsequently blocked with 20% FCS. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 60 min with or without addition of 20 μg/ml TNF-α, following which all cells (adherent and nonadherent) were pooled and lysed in either RIPA buffer. Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation, and the lysates were boiled with sample buffer before loading on a gel.

Adherent cultured BMDMs were removed from culture dishes and suspended in IMDM medium (University of California Cell Culture Facility) supplemented with 3% FCS, 20 mM HEPES at 4–5 × 106 cells/ml. The cells were rested in suspension at 37°C for 2–3 h before transfer to 100 × 15-mm bacterial plates (KORD/VALMARK) or tissue culture plates coated with fibrinogen (10 μg/ml) and incubated for a further 45–60 min. Adherent and nonadherent cells were pooled and lysed in either RIPA (30 mM HEPES pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 20 mM NaF, 5 mM Na-EGTA, 10 mM benzamidine, 0.1% SDS, 0.005 mg/ml pepstatin, 0.005 mg/ml leupeptin, 1 mM PMSF, and 0.002 mg/ml aprotinin) buffer or, when immunoprecipitating proteins, buffer containing 1% Nonidet P-40, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 50 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 2 mM sodium vanadate, and protease inhibitors, and the lysates were cleared of insoluble material.
For immunoprecipitation studies, the lysates were precleared using recombinant protein G-agarose (Life Technologies) and incubated with anti-SIRP1α, anti-PIR-B, or anti-SHP-1 Abs. Immune complexes were captured with recombinant protein G-agarose, washed, and resuspended in sample buffer. Samples were run on an SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to nitrocellulose membranes, and blotted with 4G10, anti-SIRP1α, anti-PIR-B, and anti-SHP-1 Abs, followed by HRP-conjugated secondary Ab (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ, or Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA). Immunoblots were developed using the ECL system (Amersham). All immunoprecipitation experiments were repeated to ensure reproducibility, and the data shown are representative of results obtained.

Results
Enhanced integrin-mediated responses by lyn−/− neutrophils
Engagement of PMN integrins by surface-bound ligands or counterreceptors such as ICAM-1 results in activation of cellular effector functions such as prolonged respiratory burst and degranulation (1). Under most circumstances, the cells need to be exposed to a proinflammatory stimulus (such as TNF-α) to activate the ability of the integrin to bind to ligand, after which the cells spread over the surface, assemble the subunits of the NADPH oxidase, and begin degranulation. To assess the role played by Lyn in these integrin-mediated signaling events, we used an in vitro assay to measure release of reactive oxygen intermediates by PMNs stimulated with TNF-α when their surface integrins are engaged (9). Bone marrow neutrophils from wild-type and lyn−/− mice were added to microtiter wells precoated with increasing concentrations of the ECM proteins fibrinogen, fibronectin, collagen, and vitronectin, or the cellular adhesion molecule mICAM-1 and the nanomoles of superoxide released by adherent PMNs over time were determined. Adhesion-mediated superoxide release by lyn−/− neutrophils was elevated in comparison with wild-type cells over a range of concentrations, with all the integrin ligands tested (Fig. 1, A and B). Although maximal superoxide release required stimulation with TNF-α when the cells were adherent to ECM proteins (Fig. 1B), at high concentrations of mICAM-1 (Fig. 1A) both wild-type and lyn−/− neutrophils were equally responsive in the absence of TNF-α, most likely indicative of the greater integrin cross-linking efficiency of the cellular adhesion molecule as compared with the ECM proteins.

As expected from the results obtained with high concentrations of mICAM-1, when signaling through surface receptors was bypassed by directly stimulating the wild-type and lyn−/− neutrophils with PMA, both cell types responded similarly (Fig. 1C), thus confirming that the lyn−/− neutrophils did not contain elevated levels of the NADPH oxidase complex.

To assess for alterations in the degranulation response of lyn−/− PMNs, we measured the release of the secondary granule marker lactoferrin in the medium after adhesion of cells to ECM- or mICAM-1-coated surfaces. In agreement with the superoxide release...
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**FIGURE 2.** Lyn-deficient neutrophils are more efficient at adhesion-de-
pendent degranulation. Wild-type and lyn-/- PMNs were incubated with
A, fibrinogen, collagen, and fibronectin (10 μg/ml each); B, mICAM-1 at
the indicated concentrations; or C, stimulated with PMA, and the release
of the secondary granule marker lactoferrin was determined using an ELISA.
All assays were done in triplicate, and the results were displayed as an
average ± SD. Data shown are representative of at least three independent
experiments.

**FIGURE 3.** Lyn-/- neutrophils are hyperadhesive to surfaces coated
with integrin ligands. Wild-type and lyn-/- PMNs were incubated in wells
coated with A, 10 μg/ml of fibrinogen, collagen, and fibronectin (+ FCS
block); B, 0.1 and 0.5 μg/ml mICAM-1 (+ FCS block); or C, stimulated
with PMA, and the percentage of input cells resistant to dislodgement by
centrifugal forces of 60 g was determined. Data shown are averages ± SD
of triplicate determinations and are representative of at least three inde-
pendent experiments.

**Lyn-/- neutrophils express normal levels of integrins on their
surface**
To determine whether increased expression of integrins on lyn-/-
neutrophils was responsible for their enhanced integrin-mediated
responses, we examined surface expression of several integrin sub-
units on wild-type and lyn-/- PMNs using flow cytometry. Sur-
face expression of the major integrin subunits, which are known to
adhere to the ECM proteins and mICAM-1, was found to be equiv-
alent between wild-type and lyn-/- cells (Fig. 4). Hence, increased
integrin expression was not the explanation for enhanced lyn-/-
PMN responses.

**Adhesion-independent neutrophil functions are not enhanced in
lyn-/- neutrophils**
When neutrophils are adherent to low valency integrin ligands,
they require an additional soluble signal, such as TNF-α stimula-
tion, for full functional responses to occur. Stimulation by the sol-
uble inflammatory agonist acts to increase the avidity and affinity
of the integrin molecules for their ligands (inside-out signaling),
and the resultant increased cross-linking of integrins on the cell
surface serves to set up a signaling cascade (outside-in signaling)
that ultimately results in downstream responses. To determine
whether the enhanced adhesion-dependent activation of the lyn-/-
neutrophils was due to increased signaling through the soluble
proinflammatory agonist receptor vs from the integrins themselves,
we tested these responses on cells in suspension in which integrins
were unengaged. Because PMNs do not mount a significant respi-
atory burst or degranulation response to TNF-α stimulation in
suspension, we used another proinflammatory agent, the bacterial
peptide fMLP, to test adhesion-independent responses. Bone mar-
row neutrophils were incubated in 20% FCS-blocked microtiter
well in Mg²⁺-free medium to prevent integrin binding, then stimulated with the chemoattractant fMLP and CB (24), and adhesion-independent superoxide and lactoferrin release by wild-type and lyn⁻/⁻ PMNs was quantified. Although CB treatment alone could not induce respiratory burst or lactoferrin release by either wild-type or lyn⁻/⁻ neutrophils (Fig. 5, A and C), it strongly increased the fMLP-dependent activity of neutrophils in suspension (Fig. 5B). Both lyn⁻/⁻ and wild-type cells mounted an equivalent and rapid respiratory burst to this agent (in an assay measured in seconds vs minutes, characteristic of adhesion-independent responses). Likewise, degranulation in response to fMLP stimulation was not significantly different between wild-type and lyn⁻/⁻ PMNs (Fig. 5C).

To directly test potential differences in TNF-α signaling between wild-type and lyn⁻/⁻ PMNs, we examined up-regulation of CD18 expression and shedding of L-selectin from cell surfaces following TNF-α stimulation using flow cytometry. The lyn⁻/⁻ neutrophils did not demonstrate enhanced up-regulation of surface CD18 expression (Fig. 5D), nor was increased shedding of L-selectin observed (Fig. 5E) following TNF-α stimulation as compared with wild-type cells. Taken together, these data indicate that the hyperresponsiveness in adhesion-mediated activation displayed by lyn⁻/⁻ cells relies on integrin-mediated signaling events and is not due to an enhancement in responses to the proinflammatory agonist.

Lyn⁻/⁻ macrophages display increased adhesion and spreading responses

The above results indicated that Lyn operates primarily as a negative regulator of adhesion-dependent neutrophil activation. To ascertain whether Lyn plays a similar role in macrophages, we examined the adhesion/spreading responses of wild-type vs lyn⁻/⁻ BMDMs following plating on nontissue culture plastic (VALMARK) plates, which have been shown to engage β₂ integrins, leading to firm adhesion and integrin-dependent signaling (25). To ensure that only integrin-mediated events were analyzed, the primary BMDMs were starved of growth factor in suspension for 3–4 h, the maximum length of time growth factor could be withdrawn before stress responses were activated, before plating on Valmark plates. As shown in Fig. 6A, while an equivalent proportion of wild-type and lyn⁻/⁻ macrophages was attached to the β₂ integrin-specific surface within 60 min, the lyn⁻/⁻ cells displayed markedly enhanced spreading as compared with the wild type. Quantitation of adherent cell areas of single cells revealed that the surface area occupied by adherent wild-type BMDMs was significantly less than that of lyn⁻/⁻ BMDMs (Fig. 6B). Similar differences were observed at time points ranging from 30 to 120 min, but by 3–5 h of plating, the number of fully spread BMDMs became equivalent in wild-type vs lyn⁻/⁻ cells, indicating the primary effect of the mutation was to increase the rate of macrophage spreading. These observations indicate that Lyn also serves as an inhibitor of integrin-dependent signaling events in macrophages.

**Signaling events downstream of integrin cross-linking in lyn⁻/⁻ neutrophils and BMDMs**

To begin to determine the mechanism by which Lyn deficiency results in exaggerated integrin signaling events, we examined overall protein tyrosine phosphorylation of wild-type and lyn⁻/⁻ neutrophils following plating of cells on mICAM-1. Resting lyn⁻/⁻ PMNs displayed a modestly increased overall level of protein tyrosine phosphorylation, which was further enhanced following TNF-α stimulation due to the ability of the cells to adhere and spread over the mICAM-1-coated surface (Fig. 7A). This exaggerated tyrosine phosphorylation response correlated very well with the observed hyperresponsive phenotype of the lyn⁻/⁻ neutrophils in adhesion-mediated activation.

A potential mechanism by which Lyn kinase-deficient cells manifest hyperphosphorylation during adhesion may be due to inefficient recruitment of tyrosine phosphatases. To address this possibility, we examined the phosphorylation state of two well-known signal inhibitory receptors, PIR-B and SIRP1α, both of which contain ITIMs in their cytoplasmic domains that, if phosphorylated, lead to recruitment of the phosphatase SHP-1 and subsequent down-regulation of signaling events. Owing to the difficulty in obtaining the large numbers of primary murine neutrophils required to carry out biochemical studies and due to the observation that the capture of stably associated protein complexes from neutrophils proved difficult, presumably due to the presence of large quantities of proteases and phosphatases in intracellular granules, we used BMDMs to extend our mechanistic studies. Because microscopic examination demonstrated an increased rate of spreading in lyn⁻/⁻ BMDMs at early (45 min) times following plating on VALMARK surfaces, we performed our biochemical experiments at an equivalent time point. As shown in Fig. 7B, wild-type cells displayed increased phosphorylation of both PIR-B and SIRP1α in an adhesion-dependent manner following adhesion to VALMARK plates. However, both the basal as well as the stimulation-dependent phosphorylation of these two proteins was decreased in lyn⁻/⁻ cells. Coimmunoprecipitation experiments revealed that the increased phosphorylation of both of these receptors following adhesion led to association of these molecules with SHP-1 in wild-type cells (Fig. 7C). However, in correlation with reduced basal and adhesion-activated phosphorylation of SIRP1α and PIR-B, there was significantly less recruitment of SHP-1 to these receptors in lyn⁻/⁻ cells. These data suggest that impaired tyrosine phosphorylation of both SIRP1α and PIR-B following engagement of
$\beta_2$ integrins in lyn$^{-/-}$ leukocytes leads to reduced recruitment and activation of SHP-1, resulting in enhanced signaling reactions and the hyperadhesive/hyperresponsive phenotype.

A direct prediction from the above model would be that deficiency of SHP-1 itself should also result in hyperadhesive/hyperresponsive leukocytes. Indeed, BMDMs from mev/mev mice, which have a point mutation in the shp-1 gene that reduces expression of SHP-1 by $\approx 90\%$, do display a hyperadhesive phenotype (26). To test whether PMNs from mev/mev mice displayed exaggerated functional responses analogous to lyn$^{-/-}$ cells, we tested them in the adhesion-induced respiratory burst assay. As shown in Fig. 8, deficiency of SHP-1 significantly increased the response of these PMNs to adhesion on fibronectin and on fibrinogen. Moreover, the mev/mev PMNs also manifested significant responses to ligands even in the absence of the TNF-$\alpha$ costimulation, similar to what was observed with lyn$^{-/-}$ cells plated on mICAM-1. Thus, deficiency of SHP-1 or impaired recruitment of SHP-1 to ITIM-containing receptors in lyn$^{-/-}$ PMNs results in hyperresponsiveness to integrin ligation.

**Discussion**

The Lyn kinase has been demonstrated to play a dual role in signaling through multiple receptors in hemopoietic cells. In this study, we demonstrate that Lyn plays a negative role in the regulation of adhesion-mediated signaling in neutrophils. Lyn$^{-/-}$ neutrophils manifest hyperresponsive integrin-mediated effector functions, including adhesion, respiratory burst, and secondary granule release. A specific role for Lyn in the regulation of integrin signaling is indicated by the normal responses of lyn$^{-/-}$ cells to soluble agonists. Adhesion-induced phosphorylation of tyrosine...
residues within the ITIMs of two negative regulatory molecules, SIRP1α and PIR-B, was reduced in cells lacking Lyn, as was the association of these receptors with the tyrosine phosphatase SHP-1, indicating that Lyn is the primary kinase involved in activation of negative regulation following integrin cross-linking via these two receptors.

Of the three myeloid Src family kinases, Hck and Fgr have been demonstrated to play a positive role in integrin signaling (9). Cross-linking integrins on peritoneal exudate macrophages leads to an increase in activity of Hck and Fgr (27), and hck−/−fgr−/− double-mutant PMNs show a marked defect in spreading, superoxide release, and secondary granule release when plated on ECM proteins or mICAM-1 (9, 23). Similar defects have been observed in double and triple (hck−/−fgr−/−lyn−/−) macrophages, which display a delay in spreading and have reduced motility when plated on fibronectin-coated surfaces (27, 28). In the positive signaling pathway, one of the substrates that these kinases act on is the adapter protein c-Cbl, which in turn recruits lipid kinases to propagate downstream signals (28, 29). In contrast, the lyn−/− neutrophils were hyperresponsive relative to wild-type cells following adhesion to surfaces coated with low concentrations of mICAM-1 and ECM proteins. As was observed with mICAM-1 (Fig. 1A), at higher concentrations of ECM proteins, there is no difference in responses between the wild-type and lyn−/− cells (data not shown). This raises the possibility that Lyn plays a role in regulating the transition of integrins from a low affinity to a high affinity state (inside-out) signaling, so the threshold for adhesion-mediated activation of PMNs lacking Lyn could be lower than for wild-type cells. This would also explain the ability of Lyn-deficient (and SHP-1 mutant) PMNs to partially respond to integrin ligands even in the absence of costimuli from inflammatory mediators (such as TNF-α), a phenomena not seen in wild-type cells. Alternatively, these results could be explained by changes in postintegrin receptor signaling thresholds (outside-in). Impaired recruitment of SHP-1 to membrane-localized ITIM receptors may allow for triggering of PMN effector function following minimal engagement of integrin receptors, which would occur at lower concentrations of integrin ligands. Generation of activation-specific mAbs directed against murine integrin subunits will eventually allow us to distinguish between these two models.

Our data would support the model that the major effect of Lyn on neutrophils is ascribable to enhanced adhesion, because no major differences were observed between lyn−/− and wild-type cells in suspension activation assays. However, it remains a formal possibility that some of the increased capacity to produce superoxide by lyn−/− cells may be an intrinsic effect of the mutation. This could be addressed by examination of superoxide production on a per cell basis rather than using cell populations, as was done in this study. Additionally, we have performed the majority of our experiments using TNF-α as the main agonist to induce adhesion to ECM proteins. If the effect of the lyn−/− mutation is specific to the integrin pathway, then similar results should be observed with other proinflammatory agonists. Use of IMLP as an agonist for adhesion-dependent activation was complicated by the fact that this agent induces significant amount of superoxide independently of integrin ligation; hence, differences between wild-type and lyn−/− cells were difficult to interpret (data not shown). In other

FIGURE 7. Integrin-mediated signaling by wild-type and lyn−/− cells. A, Total cellular tyrosine phosphorylation of wild-type and Lyn-deficient PMNs adherent to 0.5 μg/ml mICAM-1 with or without stimulation with TNF-α. B, Tyrosine phosphorylation of SIRP1α and PIR-B in adherent or nonadherent bone marrow macrophages derived from wild-type and lyn−/− mice. C, Association of SHP-1 with SIRP1α and PIR-B, as determined by coimmunoprecipitation, following plating of wild-type or lyn−/− bone marrow macrophages on VALMARK plates. Lysates from adherent or nonadherent wild-type and lyn−/− cells were immunoprecipitated with anti-SHP-1, subjected to PAGE, and sequentially probed with anti-PTY, anti-PIR-B, as determined by coimmunoprecipitation, following plating of wild-type or lyn−/− bone marrow macrophages on VALMARK plates. Lysates from adherent or nonadherent wild-type and lyn−/− cells were immunoprecipitated with anti-SHP-1, subjected to PAGE, and sequentially probed with anti-PTY, anti-SIRP1α, anti-PIR-B, or anti-SHP-1 Abs. Tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins within the 120- to 130-kDa range are displayed.
assays, we have observed no major enhancements in PMN responses to chemokine agonists (H. Zhang and C. Lowell, unpublished). Hence, it is most likely that the major effect of Lyn on integrin-mediated neutrophil activation and macrophage spreading is through impaired phosphorylation of membrane-localized ITIM receptors, leading to reduced SHP-1 recruitment. The potential substrates on which SHP-1 may act to modulate integrin signaling events are unknown. Given previous observations that c-Cbl is underphosphorylated in hck-/-fgr-/-lyn-/- cells following adhesion and that antisense oligonucleotides (28) or c-cbl-/- mutant macrophages have defects in cell adhesion and spreading (29), it is possible that c-Cbl is involved. Indeed, c-Cbl is markedly hyperphosphorylated and more strongly associated with phosphatidylinositol-3 lipid kinase activity in macrophages derived from me'/me' mice (R. Holmes and C. Lowell, unpublished), which may account for the increased membrane-associated phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase activity and increased adhesion-dependent signaling reactions reported in SHP-1-deficient leukocytes (26). Genetic crosses of cbl-deficient mice with me'/me' animals will be required to formally test whether c-Cbl is a significant substrate of SHP-1 in the adhesion-dependent signaling pathway.

A further prediction based on the hyperadhesive phenotype of lyn-/- leukocytes would be that they might have reduced migratory capacity, analogous to the reduced chemotactic responses of hyperadhesive leukocytes from me'/me' mice (30). Indeed, preliminary data have indicated that Lyn-deficient PMNs have reduced chemotactic responses to endogenous chemokines (CCL3 and CXCL1) as well as reduced recruitment into the peritoneum during experimental peritonitis in vivo (H. Zhang and C. Lowell, unpublished). However, these migratory defects in Lyn-deficient cells may also be due to changes in chemokine signaling per se rather than hyperadhesiveness, hence complicating the interpretation of these observations. Changes in both these signaling pathways in Lyn-deficient leukocytes may alter their responses to inflammatory signaling in vivo. Indeed, in a more general sense, it remains to be determined how much of the overall phenotype of lyn-/- mice can be ascribed to the hyperresponsiveness we have observed in lyn-/- PMNs and BMDMs. The increased adhesive capacity of lyn-/- PMNs would logically contribute significantly to the tissue damage caused by the production of autoantibodies, which has been well documented in Lyn-deficient mice (12, 14, 15). Likewise, it is possible that increased macrophage adherence may lead to enhanced production of cytokines, which in turn could drive some of the autoimmunity in lyn-/- animals. Ultimately, these issues will have to be resolved through generation of myeloid lineage-specific Lyn-deficient mice.

Although the respiratory burst and lactoferrin release activity of PMNs adherent to mICAM-1 vs ECM protein-coated wells were similar (Fig. 1, A and B), in the adhesion assay the percentage of PMNs adherent to mICAM-1 was significantly higher (Fig. 3B). This result is most likely due to the differences in treatment of mICAM-1- and ECM-coated wells used in the adhesion vs activation assays. In the activation assays, both surface types were blocked with FCS. In the adhesion assay, ECM protein-coated wells were blocked, while ICAM-1-coated wells were not, as blocking abrogated adhesion of PMNs to ICAM-1 below the detection limit of the assay. The adhesion activity of cells to mICAM-1 in Fig. 3B is therefore likely to be a combinatorial effect of cells binding to the protein and to tissue culture plastic. We postulate that mICAM-1 is a very effective integrin cross-linking ligand capable of inducing respiratory burst/degranulation at very low levels of adhesion compared with ECM protein-coated surfaces. Regardless, lyn-/- cells maintain their hyperresponsive phenotype in all three assays, underscoring the global role played by Lyn in regulating integrin-mediated effector functions.

Inhibitory receptors modulate immune responses, which require both initiation and termination. We examined the role of two ITIM-containing receptors, SIRP1α and PIR-B, in the regulation of myeloid integrin-mediated signaling. SIRP1α has been implicated in the regulation of adhesion-mediated signaling in a variety of different cell types. Plating of BMDMs on fibronectin led to increased phosphorylation of SIRP1α and a concomitant increase in its association with the protein tyrosine phosphatase SHP-1 (31). In cultured fibroblasts and in Chinese hamster ovary cells, adhesion to ECM proteins induces tyrosine phosphorylation of SIRP1α and its association with SHP-2 (32–34). SIRP1α-deficient fibroblasts spread more quickly on fibronectin and manifest increased formation of actin stress fibers plus focal adhesions compared with wild-type cells (34). Although the prevailing view is that of SIRP1α playing an inhibitory role in cell adhesion, the associated association of SHP-2 with SIRP1α during integrin ligation may suggest that SIRP1α can have an activating function as well (35).

In contrast to SIRP1α, PIR-B has not been directly implicated in the modulation of adhesion-mediated signaling. PIR-B does play a role in the negative regulation of BCR signaling in B lymphocytes (36, 37), FcεR signaling in mast cells (38), and dendritic cell development (37), and a potential role in cytokine regulation (S. Pereira and C. Lowell, unpublished) (21, 39). Our studies are the first demonstration of a potential role for PIR-B in integrin-dependent negative regulation. Further studies with pir-B-/- mice will be required to sort out the individual contribution of this receptor to regulation of adhesion receptor signaling. It is likely that both these receptors may play many general inhibitory functions in leukocytes. However, it is clear that tyrosine phosphorylation of their C-terminal ITIM domains, which is required for their ability to recruit SHP-1 and down-modulate signaling reactions, is dependent to a large extent on Lyn. This would explain many of the diverse defects caused by the deficiency of this kinase.
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